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An improved system for inserting blind attachments has an entry point and an exit point for a seal. The seal enters by way of the entry point and continues its guided course by being moved by a pair of servo pullers. A linear drive servo drill makes a first hole into
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the seal and, as the seal is moved by the servo pullers, the first hole is in position to have a blind attachment inserted therethrough byway of an insertion tool. At the same time that the blind attachment is inserted, a second hole is made in the seal by having the servo drill moved at the appropriate location.
ABSTRACT

An improved system for inserting blind attachments has an entry point and an exit point for a seal. The seal enters by way of the entry point and continues its guided course by being moved by a pair of servo pullers. A linear drive servo drill makes a first hole into the seal and, as the seal is moved by the servo pullers, the first hole is in position to have a blind attachment inserted therethrough byway of an insertion tool. At the same time that the blind attachment is inserted, a second hole is made in the seal by having the servo drill moved at the appropriate location.
Improved system for inserting blind attachments

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[001] The present invention relates generally to manufacturing methods but more particularly to the insertion of blind attachments into extruded seals.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[002] In various industries, such as the car industry, for example, there is a need for rubber seals made using an extrusion process. After being extruded, the seals sometimes need an attachment means which will attach the seal to a door, for example. The current methods are quite slow because a hole is first drilled and then the attachment means is installed and the two operations are not done simultaneously.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[003] In view of the foregoing disadvantages inherent in the known devices now present in the prior art, the present invention, which will be described subsequently in greater detail, is to provide objects and advantages which are:
To provide for a way of combining two operations, that of drilling the next hole while the blind attachment is inserted in the previously drilled hole.

To attain these ends, the present invention generally comprises an apparatus adapted to hold and move a seal member along a predetermined linear path; a linear drive servo drill; a drive belt rotationally attached to the apparatus and adapted to move the servo drill along a predetermined linear path parallel to the linear path of the seal member; such that the servo drill is used to drill a plurality of holes in the seal member at predetermined points along its length.

The linear motion of the servo drill is adapted to be in cooperation with the linear motion of the seal member.

An insertion device is mechanically attached to the apparatus and adapted to insert a blind attachment within one of the plurality of holes after the seal member is moved from the position wherein the one of the plurality of holes was formed by the servo drill.

The insertion device is adapted to insert a plurality of blind attachments respectively into a plurality of the holes in succession as the servo drill and the seal member move linearly respectively at the same time.
[009] A pair of servo pullers mechanically attached to the apparatus and adapted to move the seal member along its linear path.

[0010] An entry cutter attached to the apparatus and located at an entry point where the seal member is adapted to enter the apparatus, and adapted to cut the seal member at a desired location; and an exit cutter attached to the apparatus and located at an exit point where the seal member is adapted to exit the apparatus, and adapted to cut the seal member at a desired location.

[0011] A method for inserting blind attachments within a seal member comprising the steps of providing an apparatus for hold and moving a seal member along a predetermined linear path; providing a pair of servo pullers mechanically attached to the apparatus and adapted to move the seal member along the linear path; providing a linear drive servo drill; providing a drive belt rotationally attached to the apparatus and adapted to move the servo drill along a predetermined linear path parallel to the linear path of the seal member, such that the linear motion of the servo drill is adapted to be in cooperation with the linear motion of the seal member; providing an entry cutter attached to the apparatus and located at an entry point where the seal member is adapted to enter the apparatus, and adapted to cut the seal member at a desired location; providing an exit cutter attached to the apparatus and located at an exit point where the seal member is adapted to exit the apparatus,
and adapted to cut the seal member at a desired location; and providing an insertion device mechanically attached to the apparatus and adapted to insert a blind attachment within one of the plurality of holes after the seal member is moved from the position wherein the one of the plurality of holes was formed by the servo drill.

[0012] The method for inserting blind attachments wherein the seal member enters the apparatus, is moved linearly along its respective path; the servo drill moves along its respective path drilling a plurality of holes in the seal member at predetermined points along its length; wherein the insertion device inserts a plurality of blind attachments respectively into a plurality of the holes in succession as the servo drill and the seal member move linearly respectively at the same time; wherein the entry cutter cuts the seal member at a predetermined length; and wherein the exit cutter cuts the seal member when the desired length of the seal member is achieved and reaches the exit cutter.

[0013] The servo drill makes a first hole into the seal member; the seal is moved a predetermined amount; the first hole is then in position to receive a blind attachment; a blind attachment is then inserted through the first hole by the insertion device, and at the same time the servo drill is moved a predetermined amount and drills a second hole in the seal.
member; wherein this operation is repeated a plurality of times until the predetermined number of blind attachments are connected to the seal member.

[0014] In a system for inserting blind attachments into extruded seals comprising drilling members and insertion devices, the improvement comprising an apparatus adapted to hold and move a seal member along a predetermined linear path; a linear drive servo drill; a drive belt rotationally attached to the apparatus and adapted to move the servo drill along a predetermined linear path parallel to the linear path of the seal member; such that the servo drill is used to drill a plurality of holes in the seal member at predetermined points along its length.

[0015] There has thus been outlined, rather broadly, the more important features of the invention in order that the detailed description thereof that follows may be better understood, and in order that the present contribution to the art may be better appreciated. There are additional features of the invention that will be described hereinafter and which will form the subject matter of the claims appended hereto.

[0016] In this respect, before explaining at least one embodiment of the invention in detail, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited in its application to the details of construction and to the arrangements of the components set forth in the following description or illustrated in
the drawings. The invention is capable of other embodiments and of
being practiced and carried out in various ways. Also, it is to be
understood that the phraseology and terminology employed herein are
for the purpose of description and should not be regarded as limiting.

5[0017] As such, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the conception, upon
which this disclosure is based, may readily be utilized as a basis for the
designing of other structures, methods and systems for carrying out the
several purposes of the present invention. It is important, therefore, that
the claims be regarded as including such equivalent constructions
insofar as they do not depart from the spirit and scope of the present
invention.

[0018] These together with other objects of the invention, along with the various
features of novelty which characterize the invention, are pointed out with
particularity in the claims annexed to and forming a part of this
disclosure. For a better understanding of the invention, its operating
advantages and the specific objects attained by its uses, reference
should be made to the accompanying drawings and descriptive matter
which contains illustrated preferred embodiments of the invention.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019] Figs. 1a-c top, front and isometric views, respectively, of the invention.

[0020] Figs. 2a-e Diagram views of the sequence of operations.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0021] An improved system for inserting blind attachments (10) is part of an existing blind attachment apparatus as is known in the art and as such, only the components specific to this invention are discussed in details. The improved system for inserting blind attachments (10) has an entry point (12) and an exit point (14) for the passage of a seal (16). The seal (16) enters by way of the entry point (12) and continues its guided course by being moved by a pair of servo pullers (18).

[0022] As shown in the series of figures from 2a to 2e, inclusively, a linear drive servo drill (20) running along a drive belt (21) makes a first hole (22) into the seal (16) and, as the seal (16) is moved, the first hole (22) is in position to have a blind attachment (24) inserted therethrough by way of an insertion tool (26). At the same time that the blind attachment (24) is inserted, a second hole (22') is made in the seal (16) by having the servo drill (20) moved at the appropriate location , as per fig. 2b, for
example. The other figures of the figs. 2a-e sequence show that the seal (16) and the servo drill (20) both move at the same time, which forces the servo drill (20) to adjust so as to drill holes (22, 22', 22'', 22'''') at the appropriate locations as the seal (16) positions itself under the blind attachment insertion device (26) which is itself stationary. An entry and an exit cutter (28, 30) cut the seal (16) to length.

[0023] The servo drill (20) is a known device used in many fields and the insertion tool (26) is similar to those currently in use.

[0024] The invention lies in the motion of the servo drill (20) running on a drive belt (21), in cooperation with the movement of the seal (16) along with the concurrent insertion of the blind attachment (24) by way of the insertion tool (26).

[0025] As to a further discussion of the manner of usage and operation of the present invention, the same should be apparent from the above description. Accordingly, no further discussion relating to the manner of usage and operation will be provided.

[0026] With respect to the above description then, it is to be realized that the optimum dimensional relationships for the parts of the invention, to include variations in size, materials, shape, form, function and manner of operation, assembly and use, are deemed readily apparent and obvious
to one skilled in the art, and all equivalent relationships to those illustrated in the drawings and described in the specification are intended to be encompassed by the present invention.

[0027] Therefore, the foregoing is considered as illustrative only of the principles of the invention. Further, since numerous modifications and changes will readily occur to those skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the invention to the exact construction and operation shown and described, and accordingly, all suitable modifications and equivalents may be resorted to, falling within the scope of the invention.
CLAIMS

1. A system for inserting blind attachments comprising:
   a pair of servo pullers adapted to hold and move a seal member along a
   predetermined linear path;
   a servo drill for drilling a plurality of holes in said seal member at
   predetermined points along its length; and
   an insertion device, linearly separated from the servo drill along the
   predetermined linear path, for inserting a blind attachment within one of said
   plurality of holes after said seal member is moved from a position of the servo drill;
   wherein said servo drill is adapted to move along a path parallel to said
   predetermined linear path of said seal member and wherein said insertion device is
   adapted to insert a plurality of blind attachments into a plurality of respective said
   holes in succession as said servo drill and said seal member both move at the
   same time.

2. The system for inserting blind attachments of claim 1, comprising a drive belt
   adapted to move said servo drill along the path parallel to said predetermined
   linear path of said seal member.

3. The system for inserting blind attachments of claim 1, wherein:
   the two pullers of the pair of servo pullers are positioned side by side along
   the predetermined linear path; and
   the position of the servo drill and a position of the insertion device are both
   within a length of the servo pullers.

4. The system for inserting blind attachments of claim 1, further comprising:
   an entry cutter located at an entry point of said system and adapted to cut
   said seal member at a desired location; and
an exit cutter located at an exit point and of said system adapted to cut said seal member at a desired location.

5. A method for inserting blind attachments within a seal member comprising:

   holding a seal member between a pair of servo pullers for moving the seal member along a predetermined linear path;

   moving a servo drill along a respective path parallel to said predetermined linear path of said seal member;

   drilling a plurality of holes in said seal member at predetermined points along its length, the drilling being effected the servo drill; and

   inserting a plurality of blind attachments in said plurality of holes;

   wherein each of the plurality of blind attachments is inserted in a respective one of said plurality of holes after said seal member is moved from a position of the servo drill, the insertion being effected by an insertion device linearly separated from the servo drill along the predetermined linear path, the plurality of blind attachments being inserted in succession as said servo drill and said seal member both move at the same time.

6. The method for inserting blind attachments of claim 5, comprising:

   a) making a first hole into said seal member;

   b) moving said seal member a predetermined amount so that said first hole is then in position to receive a blind attachment; and

   c) inserting a blind attachment through said first hole while moving said servo drill a predetermined amount for drilling a second hole in said seal member;

   wherein operations a), b) and c) are repeated a plurality of times until a predetermined number of blind attachments are connected to said seal member.
7. A system for inserting blind attachments comprising:

a pair of servo pullers adapted to hold and move a seal member along a predetermined linear path;

a servo drill configured for moving in cooperation with a movement of the seal member and for drilling a plurality of holes in said seal member at predetermined points along its length; and

an insertion device, linearly separated from the servo drill at a variable distance along the predetermined linear path, for inserting, concurrently with a movement of the servo drill, a blind attachment within one of said plurality of holes after said seal member is moved from a drilling position of the one of said plurality of holes.

8. The system for inserting blind attachments of claim 7, comprising a drive belt adapted to move said servo drill along a path parallel to said predetermined linear path of said seal member.

9. The system for inserting blind attachments of claim 8, wherein said insertion device is adapted to insert a plurality of blind attachments into a plurality of respective said holes in succession.

10. The system for inserting blind attachments of claim 7, wherein:

the two pullers of the pair of servo pullers are positioned side by side along the predetermined linear path; and

the drilling position of the one of said plurality of holes and a position of the insertion device are both within a length of the servo pullers.
11. The system for inserting blind attachments of claim 7, further comprising:

   an entry cutter located at an entry point of said system and adapted to cut said
   seal member at a desired location; and

   an exit cutter located at an exit point and of said system adapted to cut said
   seal member at a desired location.

12. A method for inserting blind attachments within a seal member comprising:

   holding a seal member between a pair of servo pullers for moving the seal
   member along a predetermined linear path;

   drilling a plurality of holes in said seal member at predetermined points
   along its length, the drilling being effected by a servo drill moving in cooperation
   with a movement of the seal member;

   inserting a blind attachment within one of said plurality of holes, concurrently with a movement of the servo drill, after said seal member is moved from a drilling position of the one of said plurality of holes, the insertion being

   effected by an insertion device linearly separated from the servo drill at a variable
   distance along the predetermined linear path.

13. The method for inserting blind attachments of claim 12, comprising:

   moving said servo drill along a respective path parallel to said
   predetermined linear path of said seal member for drilling the plurality of holes in
   said seal member at predetermined points along its length;

   inserting a plurality of blind attachments into a plurality of respective of said
   holes in succession.
14. The method for inserting blind attachments of claim 13, comprising:

a) making a first hole into said seal member;

b) moving said seal member a predetermined amount so that said first hole is then in position to receive a blind attachment; and

c) inserting a blind attachment through said first hole while moving said servo drill a predetermined amount for drilling a second hole in said seal member;

wherein operations a), b) and c) are repeated a plurality of times until a predetermined number of blind attachments are connected to said seal member.